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Main Challenge from a Machine
Learning Perspective
from https://ai.googleblog.com/2018/03/introducing-inaturalist-2018-challenge.html
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General Theme
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Multi-class Active Learning
Idea: Expected model output change (EMOC), i.e. ask for a lable for that sample that
maximizes the change of the model output after knowing the label
4f (x ′) =
∑
y ′∈Y
p(y ′|f (x ′)) 1|D|
∑
xj∈D
L(f (xj), f ′(xj))
We have sample set of labeled and unlabeled samples D, classifier output f (xj) given by
Gaussian process classifier
We need
an appropriate loss function: L1-loss
estimate for the label probability of the given sample: given by the predictive posterior of
the Gaussian process classifier used for MC sampling of the labels
efficient model update: possible in the Gaussian process framework
Ka¨ding, et al, CVPR 2015, BMVC 2018
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EMOC: Results for MS-COCO
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EMOC for Incremental Deep
Detector Learning
Clemens-Alexander Brust, Christoph Ka¨ding, Joachim Denzler: Active Learning for Deep Object
Detection. arXiv preprint arXiv:1502.06344
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Where to Look at?
CUB200 dataset: 200 bird species, aprox. 12000 images
Simon et al. ICCV 2015, Simon et al. ICCV 2017
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Finegrained Recognition I: Birds
Marcel Simon and Yang Gao and Trevor Darrell and Joachim Denzler and Erik Rodner. Generalized orderless pooling performs implicit salient matching.
International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV). Pages 4970-4979. 2017.
Marcel Simon, Trevor Darrell, Joachim Denzler, Erik Rodner: The whole is more than its parts? From explicit to implicit pose normalization. (submitted TPAMI).
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Finegrained Recognition II: Flowers,
pets, etc.
Marcel Simon, Trevor Darrell, Joachim Denzler, Erik Rodner: The whole is more than its parts? From
explicit to implicit pose normalization. (submitted to TPAMI).
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Webdemo available
http://sigma20.inf-cv.uni-jena.de:9999/
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Finegrained Recognition III: Moths
classification
Rodner, Simon, Brehm, Pietsch, Wa¨gele, Denzler. Fine-grained Recognition Datasets for Biodiversity
Analysis CVPR Workshop on Fine-grained Visual Classification (CVPR-WS). 2015.
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Explaining the Results ...
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1 Challenges for Automatic Monitoring
2 Element 1: Active Learning
3 Element 2: Fine-grained Recognition
4 More elements ...
5 Evaluation in Biodiversity Applications
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Semantic Image Retrieval
Barz, Denzler: Hierarchy-based Image Embeddings for Semantic Image Retrieval. arXiv
preprint arXiv:1502.06344
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Detection of Anomalies
Barz, Rodner, Guanche Garcia, Denzler: Detecting Regions of Maximal Divergence for Spatio-Temporal
Anomaly Detection. IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, 2018.
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Monitoring: Herbivorous Mammals
Joint work with mit Andrea Perino, IDiv (thanks for the slide!)
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Is there an animal in the image?
Christoph Ka¨ding, Alexander Freytag, Erik Rodner, Andrea Perino, Joachim Denzler:
Large-scale Active Learning with Approximations of Expected Model Output Changes. German
Conference on Pattern Recognition (GCPR). 2016.
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Is there an animal in the image?
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Where is the animal in the image?
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Monitoring Animals in the Wild
C. Ka¨ding, A. Freytag, E. Rodner, A. Perino, J. Denzler. Large-scale Active Learning with
Approximated Expected Model Output Changes. German Conference on Pattern Recognition (GCPR).
Pages 179-191. 2016.
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Monitoring Animals in the Wild
C. Ka¨ding, A. Freytag, E. Rodner, A. Perino, J. Denzler. Large-scale Active Learning with
Approximated Expected Model Output Changes. German Conference on Pattern Recognition (GCPR).
Pages 179-191. 2016.
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Summary
Elements for (semi-)automatic monitoring are already available today
Keeping the human in the loop is important in many applications
Methods have to be generic and able to live in an open world
Systems already deployed in various areas
Monitoring of herbivorous mammals (Idiv, Leipzig)
Identification and age estimation of gorillas (WCS, Mbeli Bai Study)
Identification of elefants (Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Elephant Listening Project)




Interactive image retrieval: http://sigma24.inf-cv.uni-jena.de:8080/
Anomaly detection: https://github.com/cvjena/libmaxdiv
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Further Information
For more information (details, datasets, papers, videos) please visit
1 Computer Vision Group: http://www.inf-cv.uni-jena.de
2 Youtube Channel CVG:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpnLVdxmvF0zEHHIVfqSxag
3 Google+: https://plus.google.com/+ComputerVisionGroupJena/videos
4 Michael Stifel Center Jena: http://www.mscj.uni-jena.de
Projects are funded by EU H2020, DFG, BMBF, BMWi, TAB
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Thank you for your attention!
http://www.inf-cv.uni-jena.de
https://plus.google.com/+computervisiongroupjena
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